and harnessing data to further projects in science and engineering. Other technical topics included human-centered design, communications security and policy, and wireless ad hoc networks. "Grace Hopper demonstrates that you can approach computer science in a way that's relevant to people-that addresses hunger, poverty, environmental issues, and so on," explains Barr. Because of the breadth of its scope, Barr says, the conference is also a great opportunity to learn about breaking research that's outside her specialty.
One of the year's best-received new features was a technical track that was devoted to robotics. "It spanned four sessions on a single day and seemed to work quite well," says conference chair Heidi Kvinge, an Intel software engineering manager.
Students comprise nearly half of the attendees, and much of the non-technical program revolves around professional development. "We always focus on the pipeline," says Kvinge. "We want to build the next generation of leaders." There were résumé clinics, leadership workshops, and panels on issues women face in industry and academia. The Computer Research Association's Committee on the Status of Women sponsored three career-building sessions for undergraduates, grad students, and early-career researchers.
Industry representatives were also invited to set up booths in an exhibition hall to showcase their companies and answer questions. "Grace Hopper is a great place to recruit people," says Tessa Lau, a researcher at the IBM Almaden Research Center. The women at Grace Hopper, says Lau, are motivated, smart, and enthusiastic about the field. The conference, meanwhile, gives them a unique opportunity to talk to corporate researchers rather than professional recruiters.
"I always come back energized and full of ideas," says Kvinge. "It broadens my vision."
